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THIS WEEK: 

 

TOFFIE GOES MISSING! 

SWEINHUND WRITES THE WHOLE DAMN ISSUE! 

GOVERNMENT WANTS IN ON YOUR RELATIONSHIPS! 

BILLY BRAGG STOPS PAYING BANK BONUSES! 

THE CUBE MICROPLEX IS BERLIN 1933 

 

 

 
 

PLUS: 

HOMELESS CHIC 

 
 

CLAIMER 
TOFFIE LIKES TO DISCLAIM EVERYTHING AND NOTHING AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN, SO I FEEL 

OBLIGED TO DISCLAIM WHATEVER I AM ABOUT TO WRITE IN THIS ISSUE. AND YET I FEEL SORRY FOR 
MYSELF IF I DO. SURELY IT WOULD BE MUCH BETTER TO OWN UP, SHOUT: “I’M LIABLE! I DID IT!” FROM 

THE ROOFTOPS, IN MY UNDERPANTS?  
YES, THAT IS WHAT I AM GOING TO DO! 

 



The Toff #25 

N O T I C E   /   W A R N I N G 

Sweinhund (that’s ME!) Saves the Day! 
 
 
Due to our Fuhrer, also my 
benefactor, friend and protector, 
Toffie Toff The Toff Toff Toff the 5th, 
being lost, and on top of that his 
feckless son and heir being on 
holiday, I, Sweinhund!, have 
emerged from the cupboard 
beneath the kitchen sink in order 
to SAVE THE DAY!  For without 
The Stokes Croft Toff (& Son)   

Above: Sweinhund (ME!) 

 
 
where is one to turn to for the 
truth?! 
Therefore, what you read in this 
issue will have been researched, 
written, and edited entirely by 
myself. So, if you are of feeble 
character of suffer attacks of 
neurotic indigestion, stop reading 
at once! 

Sweinhund! 

Find Toffie and Win a Fiver 
The Toff himself has gone missing. 
He was last seen on Sunday 
afternoon, shuffling along Jamaica 
Street. He was wearing a cloak  

made of marmite sandwiches and 
railing at a dog that kept nipping at 
his hem.  
If you find him please drop him off 

at the PRSC HQ  and someone there 
will give you a fiver. 
 

 
 

Hide! The Government Wants to Marry You 
The government has just released a 
new Green Paper: Support for All, 
which sets out a wide range of 
measures to support ‘families who 
are dealing with stress and 
difficulty’.  
I phoned up that dunce Brown 
about it and here’s what was said: 
Sweinhund: Listen here Brown, 
what is this new stressed family 
paper on the green nonsense?! 
Gordon Brown: Is that you 
mummy? 
S: Nein! 
GB: It is you! 
S: Nein! This Dr. Sweinhund calling 
from The Stokes Croft Toff (& Son). 
I need to know more about this 
stupid new idea of yours! 
GB: Yes, of course you do. The Toff  

is always very fair and thorough 
and I am glad to tell you all about 
it. …What is it again? 
S: Support for All! It’s on green 
paper! 
GB: Oh that. Yes, well, what with us 
running the country into the 
ground and unemployment on the 
rise and all that, people are getting 
more stressed and unhappy by the 
second, and they’re taking it out on 
their kids and spouses. 
S: That’s ridiculous! Why don’t 
they take it out on you instead?! 
GB: That’s because of our Yellow 
Paper of 2003 titled: Terrifying the 
Public into a State of Fear and 
Apathy Through the Excessive Use 
of CCTV Surveillance and a Deluge 
of Negative News Stories About 

Terrorists, Teenagers, Imaginary 
Diseases and General Immigrant 
Peoples.  
S: How will Support for All work? 
GB: It will make everyone think of 
themselves as a victim, because 
let’s face it, all families experience 
stress and difficulty, and that will 
reinforce the objectives of  
theYellow Paper of 2003, thereby 
giving the government even more 
control over the population. 
S: Brown, you are a sinister 
bastard and I am going to 
assassinate you and everyone else 
in Parliament! 
GB: Oh mummy, you are a funny 
one. 
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A G O N Y 

WITH DOCTOR SWEINHUND! 
Dear Doctor 

I am a humble washerwoman with 
a wicked thirteen-year-old son who 
takes no notice of what I say. I 
despair and only wish I had a man 
about the house who could 
threaten and beat him. Alas, I am 
alone. My husband ran off with our 
electrician, Bob, and with my 
hands being arthritic from all the 
washing I am unable to rough him 
around myself. Please advise. 

Yours truly, 
Sudley Levin 

 
Listen here Levin, you’re barking 
up the wrong tree. The presence of 
a violent father in the family home 
is no deterrent to these bloody 
kids. What these bloody kids most 
often need is cash. They’re young, 
they want to have fun! Wash more 
clothes and keep the boy happy.  

Sweinhund 

Doctor 
I have gone off you. What a lot of 
rubbish your advice is. That poor 
washerwoman. She was right in 
the first place, I reckon. When my 
kids play up all I have to do is say: 
“Wait ‘till your father gets home” 
and they do whatever I ask. You 
are a pervert with no kids of your 
own, so what do you know about it 
anyway? 

Yours truly, 
A.Reader 

 
 
Blah, blah, blah. You make my 
head hurt with your presumptions. 
I was not always a refugee in a 
leotard you know. Before the war I 
was in fact a father. I had three 
children, I can’t remember their 
names now, but I think at least one 
of them was a boy and another had 
a funny ear. My wife, her name was  

Helga or something like that, was 
always coming through to my 
study to ask me to discipline these 
three rogues, and when she did I’d 
tell her to send them to me at once. 
Then I’d look at them very sternly 
and say: “Your behavior is entirely 
unattractive! Wait ‘till your father 
gets home!” This would inevitably 
cause them to tremble and weep, 
and go to their rooms without 
being asked. Everything went 
swimmingly after that.  

Sweinhund 
 
 
 
 

(If you have a problem and want 
me to meddle in your business, 
then write to me at: 
thestokescrofttoff@gmail.com 
This service is free of charge, but I 
will own the film rights.) 

 

F A S H I O N 

Homeless Chic by Vivienne Westwood 
Vivienne Westwood’s latest 
menswear collection, just launched 
in Milan, is inspired by the chic of 
the homeless. (Can you believe it?) 
Models took to the catwalk, 
meticulously dishevelled, draped in 
layers of designer wear.  
“I’ve never been homeless,” said 
Westwood, “but I have lost my door 
keys a couple of times.”   
Westwood’s labelling of the  

collection has been criticised by 
some for being ‘insensitive’. I don’t 
know why they’re so surprised, the 
fashion industry thinks nothing of 
promoting the fur trade and 
worshipping anorexia, so what’s 
the big deal?  
I asked a homeless person what 
she thought of it and she said, “I 
couldn’t give a fuck.” Then she 
said, “Got any change?” Then she 

said, “I’m not really homeless. I’ve 
got a flat in Fishponds but I rent it 
out so I can have more money for 
drink.”  
I wanted to ask more homeless 
people what they thought about the 
collection so I could write a more 
balanced article, but I got too cold 
and went home. 

     

     
Westwood tries to               Westwood tries to           Proper fucking homeless 
    look homeless                  design homeless 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“It was a fabulous show. 
Homeless Chic – what a hoot! 
The clothes were fabulous. You 
see, what one wants is the 
homelessness without the 
homeless, n’est pas? Without the 
smells and the bad teeth and all 
that rubbish they talk. In short: 
Homeless Chic. It’s perfect.” 
 

Patricia Bleeting-Smythe 
Harpers and Queen 
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Support for All (Idiots): The Families and 

Relationship Green Paper 
TYPE OF FAMILY / 

RELATIONSHIP 
 

RICH FAMILY 
 
 
 

POOR FAMILY 
 

 
MIDDLE INCOME FAMILY 

TYPE OF PROBLEM 
 
 

KID DEMANDS NEW RANGE 
ROVER, NOT GOLF, AS  

FIRST CAR 
 

KIDS TIRED OF SHARING A 
BEDROOM  

 
PARENTS WANT A THIRD HOME 
IN FRANCE BUT CAN’T REALLY 
AFFORD IT ANYMORE BECAUSE 
THE PROPERTY MARKET HAS 

CRASHED AND THEY CAN’T 
REMORTGAGE OR SELL THEIR 

RENTAL FLAT 

GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE 
THROUGH: SUPPORT FOR ALL 

 
MARRIAGE ARRANGED TO 

MEMBER OF THE ROYAL FAMILY 
 
 

A GREAT BIG NEW HOUSE IS 
BOUGHT FOR THE FAMILY 

 
BRITAIN INVADES FRANCE SO 
THAT ALL FRENCH PROPERTY 

CAN BE SHARED OUT AMONGST 
RAPACIOUS BRITISH BUYERS 

  

  
The Government paid Saatchi and Saatchi advertising agency four billion pounds to research British families. 

The agency came up with this image, which they say best portrays the typical U.K. family. “The portrait is 
invaluable,” says Minister for Interference, Geoff “Periscope” Joffy. “It allows us to make much more accurate 

appraisals of all social issues regarding the British family unit be they blind or black or even dead.” 
 

Winehouse v Front of House 
Top UK singer Amy Winehouse was 
fined a hundred pounds last week 
for ‘actually bodily harming’ a 
front of house manager at a theatre 
in Milton Keynes. 
Winehouse, who had gone to see a 
production of Cinderella, turned 
nasty when she realized she’d seen 
it before and knew what was 
coming next. “It was so boring, so 
predictable, I just had to get  

pissed,” said Winehouse. So she 
drank and drank and drank. 
Then the front of house manager, 
who had gone to Cinderella because 
he couldn’t get a better job 
anywhere in the district, turned 
nasty when Winehouse ordered her 
75th whiskey. “She is so boring, and 
so predictable, I just had to stop 
serving her,” he explained.  
The Judge, Mr. I. Know, said he 

thought the whole thing was ‘daft’ 
and that people shouldn’t mind ‘a 
bit of a punch- up … especially in 
Milton Keynes’.  
He summed up proceedings saying: 
“Give him a ton love, and try to 
avoid Cinderella. It’s a silly story 
anyway, I mean who ever saw a 
pumpkin turn into a coach?”  
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Shoes Kill Flies But Safeguard Liberty 
The sign of a healthy society is one 
that doesn’t cough much and 
doesn’t censor much – or at all! 
The reverse is just as true. 
Historically this can be proven 
beyond a doubt. Simply map the 
greatest censoring of artistic 
expression and you shall have 
pinpointed the most brutal, 
shameful moments in human 
civilisation.  
Every time some warped 
megalomaniac seizes power, the 
arts – and by that I include all 
creative forms of human 
expression, including protest – are 
policed, censored and destroyed.  
Given the cyclical nature of things, 
I decided to find out where we are 
in the machine at present. To this 
end I contacted a few experts in 
the field. Professor Charlotte 
Andrews-Joplin, formerly of 
Kinshasa, now living in Devon, 
had this to say: “Well, in Congo 
things are pretty grim right now 
so people mostly just walk about 
very slowly in gaudy slip-on shoes 
with funny heels. It’s the 
preferred means of expression for 
the moment because anything 
more might get one killed. 
Anyway, there aren’t any art 
supply shops, or any shops really, 
so art as you know it is not an 
option. As for Britain, I think you 
are in danger of shoes overtaking  

art as the foremost symbol for 
where you’re at because even 
though you have many great art 
shops and will not be killed if you 
do express yourselves, most 
people are more interested in 
shoes.” 
Marty Great-Top, a gallerist from 
Clevedon, says: “I think shoes are 
a load of shit. They are bourgeois. 
All great artists wear flip-flops or 
those chewy shoes you get for 
your dog to gnaw. As for where we 
are in the cycle of oppression, it’s 
been bad but the clampdown is 
losing momentum because the 
government spent so much money 
on fancy shoes they ended up 
broke, so now people are becoming 
more suspicious of their motives, 
thank god. So in a way, shoes are 
the thing that has stood between 
we the people and all out fascism.”  
The Banksy show at Bristol 
Museum is a good example of how 
the criminalisation of art can be 
unpopular to the point of 
unprecedented attendance.  
However, the same week the show 
opened, a 19-year-old graffiti 
artist was sentenced to 9 months 
in prison and nobody did a thing 
about it. 
Imogene McGee of Stokes Croft, 
mother of 48 and an interesting 
person, had this to say: “The irony 
is that it’s all the wrong people  

who are told to shut up. It’s always 
the stupid people shutting up the 
clever people.” I asked McGee how 
she would define those two groups. 
“Oh, that’s easy,” she said. “The 
clever people are creative and the 
stupid people are the ones who 
think they are clever. The clever 
people also wear more black.” 
When asked about where she 
thought we were in the 
clampdown cycle, she said she 
thought we were at about one 
o’clock. “It’s a good place to be 
because noon is the darkest hour 
and we are just coming out of that 
because the government have no 
money and no credibility left. 
However, if we do not stand up 
and speak out now, we may well 
slip backwards and actually end 
up even worse off than we were at 
noon.” When asked to give an hour 
to describe that moment in time 
should it come, McGee said it was 
tricky to say because the symbol 
of the clock was a bit limited and 
didn’t give her a lot of room to 
manoeuvre. She then tried: a 
ladder, a Rubic’s cube and a Welsh 
dresser as metaphors, then when 
none of these worked she said: 
“Bugger.” Then she said: “Just 
speak up now. It’s crucial!” 
 

  
 

Advertisement 
 
 

S H O E S ! 
 

GET SOME NOW! 
THEY ARE GREAT! 

ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU 
STAND IN DOG SHIT.  

THEY CAN EVEN MAKE YOU  
TALL IF YOU ARE SMALL 
AND YOU CAN SWAT A FLY 

WITH A SHOE, TOO. 
 

 
The perfect shoe by Salvatore Ferragamo. 

 

SUMS AND RIDDLES AND RHYMES 
One potato, two potato, three potato, four. How many S’s in that? 

(Answers on the back of a postcard with a picture of a potato on it to: 
Sweinhund’s Contests, The Kitchen Sink, Toffie’s House, Bristol, BS99 4U2) 
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H E A L T H    A N D    S A F E T Y 

Rowena Cade: Defiant! 
Rowena Cade lived on the Cornish 
coast. When she was thirty-eight 
some friends asked whether they 
might stage a production of The 
Tempest in her garden, so she 
undertook to provide a stage with 
sky and ocean backdrop courtesy 
of nature. 
During the winter of 1931/2 she 
laboured as apprentice to her 
gardener, Billy Tawlings, and his 
mate, Charles Thomas Angove , 

and started building a proper 
amphitheater: Minack.  She worked 
every winter thereafter until she was 
in her mid eighties. 
Unable to afford granite, Cade 
developed her own technique of 
working with cement, using an old 
screwdriver to carve intricate Celtic 
designs and lettering into its surface. 
On her back she hauled countless bags 
of sand from the beach, and single 
handedly carried up twelve fifteen-foot  

beams, which had been washed up 
from a Spanish wreck near the 
shore.  
Cade did all this before Health and 
Safety was invented and in fifty 
years nobody was seriously injured 
on the project. There were a few 
cut fingers and scraped knees but 
nobody sued anybody over it.  
Cade died in 1983, aged 89.  
 

 

 
Left: Rowena Cade taking a break from building the 
Minack Amphitheatre (above) which she did without 
planning permission. 

 
 

M E N   &   W O M E N 
MAE WEST 

 
 

“Give a man a free hand and he’ll 
run it all over you.” 

FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE 

 
“Ah, women. They make the highs 

higher and the lows more 
frequent.” 

DR. SWEINHUND 

 
 

“You should always judge a man by 
his leotard and a woman by her 

moustache!” 
 

IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING TO SAY ABOUT ANYTHING, AND EVERYBODY IS SICK OF LISTENING TO YOUR 
RUBBISH, THEN WRITE TO US AT: thestokescrofttoff@gmail.com WE LOVE RUBBISH! 
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Billy Bragg Withholds Bank Bonuses 
In a letter to Chancellor Alistair 
Darling, musician and political 
activist Billy Bragg has said he is 
no longer prepared to fund "the 
excessive bonuses of RBS 
investment bankers". 
Billy sent us a copy of the letter: 
 
Darling, 
You don’t phone, you don’t write; I 
am at a loss for what to do. I have 
beavered away like millions of 
other Britons since I was barely 
growed, and even paid tax! The 
least you could have done was 
write back, something, anything, to 
show that you had received my 
contributions and intended to 
spend them responsibly on things 
that would benefit our society as a 
whole. Alas, thirty years later and  

still no word. Instead you have 
inverted the national piggy bank 
and spent the lot on things like 
wars that none of us wanted and 
the bailing out of incompetent 
banking management. Not only 
have you bailed them out to the 
tune of  £117 bn, but an estimated 
£1.5 bn of that sum will be 
awarded as bonuses to the twats 
who got the banks into the mess in 
the first place! 
Given that there are teenage 
graffiti artists currently serving 
time in jail for writing ‘Gonzo Wuz 
Yer’ inside the telephone boxes on 
Bideford quay, I believe it is time to 
take a stand against the corrupt 
and shameless rich.  
And so I am breaking up with you 
Darling. I am no longer prepared to  

fund the excessive bonuses of RBS. 
I will no longer be sending any tax 
returns and I will no longer be 
sending any cheques. It’s over. 
We’re through. 
 
Billy    
 
I called Darling to get his response 
but he was having his fingers 
waxed. However, the receptionist 
at the salon made the following 
statement on his behalf: "We can 
reassure Mr. Bragg, and anyone 
else, that there will not be big 
bonuses paid with taxpayer's 
money at RBS." 
Bragg has launched a Facebook 
group: NoBonus4RBS urging 
others to withhold their income 
tax.  
 

 

 
Billy Bragg 

(Stretched horizontally to fit the frame better.) 

CALL TO ACTION! 
 

HEAR YE! 
 

LOG ONTO BILLY BRAGG’S FACEBOOK GROUP: 
 

NoBonus4RBS 
 

AND SIGN UP! 
 

THEN: 
WITHHOLD YOUR INCOME TAX 

ASK QUSTIONS 
DEMAND EQUALITY 
DEMAND DECENCY 

DEMAND! 
 

(I will not be able to do this because I do not pay tax.  
I do not pay tax because I do not work.  

I do not get dole either, I just live off scraps saved for 
me by my master, Toffie Toff.  

But if I did earn money and did pay tax then I would 
stop paying tax!)  

 
Advertisement 

B L A C K L A N D S 
A NEW NOVEL BY BELINDA BAUER 

 
"...unrelentingly miserable..." - Belinda's sister 

"...it's not THAT good..." - Belinda's mother 
 

WHAT DO THEY KNOW? 
READ THE BOOK THE MIRROR SAYS: 'SHIFTS THE BOUNDARIES OF WHAT MAKES A 

TRULY GRIPPING, TERRIFYING THRILLER' AND DECIDE FOR YOURSELF! 
 

(BELINDA WOULD ALSO LIKE TO BE ADOPTED. ALL INTEREST PLEASE TO: 
thestokescrofttoff@gmail.com)  
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N O T I C E 

TESCO’S IN STOKES CROFT – YES OR NO? 
Tesco has just bought the lease on the old Jester’s Comedy Club building on Cheltenham Road.  

One can only presume they intend to open a Tesco Express there some time soon. 
Go to the P.R.S.C. blog via: www.prsc.org.uk 

and vote for or against yet another blow to diverse, sustainable economy 

Bluescreen, Blue Angel, Blue Me 
Toffie is always raving about 
The Cube Microplex: “It’s the 
only real place … Fuck 
Hollywood … This is art! This is 
passion! This is how the whole 
ridiculous world should be run! 
…” I don’t remember the exact 
order of his words, but it’s 
thereabouts. He’s right, of 
course. The Cube has been run 
on nothing but love – no 
funding, no wages – for a 
decade, and manages to put 
together a programme of films 
and events of a varied and 
wonderful nature every month.  
Sadly, I never manage to make 
it to any of the films. I mean to, 
but something always gets in 
the way, usually a bottle of 
bleach, or else the chef locks 
me in. But this week has been 
different and a heightened 
sense of responsibility has 
propelled me onto the streets 

and, last night, The Cube. 
The cinema building itself could not 
be better. Intimate and shabby, a full 
stage beneath the screen, blankets 
provided instead of costly heating. 
The event was called Bluescreen, an 
evening of independent, locally made 
short films, provided on the night by 
members of the audience.  
Things kicked off with an abstract 
film, the discordant, avant-garde 
score improvised by a live band. 
Within seconds tears were streaming 
down my old Kraut cheeks for I was 
transported to the Berlin of my 
youth. It was Kurt Weill. It was The 
Blue Angel. It had all the 
undergroundness of Berlin in the 
’30s without any of the glamour, 
pretensions or cigarette smoke. 
About seven more films were shown, 
each the manifestation of some 
unknown’s strange, instinctive wish. 
All were good, though two struck me 
as particularly so. The first, a highly 

original piece, showing four mirrored 
images of the same man moving 
about inside a tilted white box, 
merging and separating, multiplying 
and disappearing – a human 
kaleidoscope. The other was a 
documentary shot at The British 
Legion. Now here was genius. 
Observed, never coaxed. Presented, 
not represented. Bingo, beer and a 
good dose of xenophobia, then a bus 
ride home. The grit of old fashioned 
life in Britain made without apology, 
without judgment.  
The evening was tender, a discreet 
triumph.  
And as I sat there quietly sobbing, I 
could hear the humming of 
bulldozers outside, ASDA and Tesco 
tapping at their watches, keen to 
command the razing of the site. 
 

The next Bluescreen  

night at The Cube is:  

Wedneday 24 February. 

So make a film - 

NOW! 

 

 

 
Right: Marelene Dietrich and Emil Jannings in 

Josef von Sternberg’s film “Blue Angel” – 1930.   
 

Quote paid for by Co-exist, Stokes Croft – Ta! 
 

“Everybody has a heart – except some people.” 
Bette Davis  

 
If you would like to support The Toff by making a donation, placing an ad, or sponsoring a quote then write to: 

thestokescrofttoff@gmail.com 


